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Executive summary
This document explains the intended nature of human decision-making when using the ROXANNEplatform. It explains ethical, societal, and legal risks associated with automated decision-making andshows how they can be avoided through maintaining critical human engagement with the resultsgenerated by the ROXANNE platform. This engagement is facilitated by asking end-users to answersquestions about their intended use of the platform, and how they understand the results. Mock-ups ofthe decision-making mechanism in electronic form are also provided, as there are details of DataProtection Authorities who we will send the decision-making mechanism in order to gain feedback.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
This deliverable D3.2 responds to the following task:

‘The partners will create a framework, based on the forgoing tasks that will help stakeholdersdetermine whether they comply with ethical principles, social values, fundamental rights and relevantlegislation. The partners will send the decision-making mechanism to Data Protection Officerorganisations (i.e. Data Protection Authorities) in project member countries.’
This deliverable builds upon the work of D3.1 (Initial report on compliance with ethical principles). Thatdeliverable highlighted ethical, societal, and legal issues and risks that could be raised in the development anduse of the proposed ROXANNE platform. The present work uses those risks and issues as a starting point tohighlight points that LEA officers should consider when using the ROXANNE platform to ensure that theiruse is in compliance with the ethical, societal, and legal standards that were previously analysed.
The decision-making tools discussed below are intended to be used by Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs)both prior to, and whilst, using the proposed ROXANNE platform. Therefore, ROXANNE partners want thetools to be appropriate for, and fit within, the context of LEA investigations. To this end, partners working onthis decision-making mechanism met with LEA partners and presented the approach and proposed structureof the decision-making tools to them. Options for how the tools could be employed, and how they might workbest with the ROXANNE platform were discussed, and the results of this consultation are included in theanalysis provided below.
1.2. Purpose and scope
The purpose of this deliverable is to describe how the use of the proposed ROXANNE platform fits within theintended human-machine relationship including LEA officers.
Its scope is to present the position of the ROXANNE consortium with regard to keeping a human being incontrol of the system who takes all decisions about how the platform is used and how its results are understoodand implemented. To facilitate this, four sets of questions that can be considered by LEA officers to ensurecompliance with ethical, societal, and legal standards are presented; it is intended that these questions will beadapted to the specific needs of each LEA who employs the proposed ROXANNE platform. How thesequestions are integrated with the ROXANNE platform is explained and displayed through screenshots of thequestions in electronic form.
1.3. Document structure
Following this brief introduction, Section 2 explains risks of automated decision-making and how theROXANNE project intends to facilitate a human-centred approach to decision making with the proposedROXANNE platform. Section 3 provides the four-stage decision-making mechanism that can be used byLEAs to ensure compliance with ethical, societal, and legal standards. Section 4 shows how the decision-making mechanism will be presented in an electronic version, and also displays mock-ups of what thiselectronic version looks like. Section 5 details how an edited version of this document will be sent to DataProtection Authorities for feedback.
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1 Art.22, European Parliament and Council, Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of 27 April 2016 on the protection of naturalpersons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, OJ L 119, Vol.59, 4 May2016 (General Data Protection Regulation, hereafter: GDPR)2 Art.11, European Parliament and Council, Directive (EU) 2016/680 of 27 April 2016 on the protection of naturalpersons with regard to the processing of personal data by competent authorities for the purposes of the prevention,investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences or the execution of criminal penalties, and on the freemovement of such data, OJ L 119/89, Vol.59, 4 May 2016 (Law Enforcement Directive, hereafter: LED)3 See Eubanks, Virginia, Automating Inequality, St Martins Press, New York, 2018, and Benjamin, Ruha, Race AgainstTechnology, Polity Press, 20194 Eubanks, Virginia, Automating Inequality, St Martins Press, New York, 2018, Chapter 4.5 Benjamin, Ruha, Race Against Technology, Polity Press, 2019, Chapter 1.6 Marx, Karl (trans Martin Nicolaus), Grundrisse, Penguin, St Ives, 1993, p.701; Virilio, Paul (trans Chris Turner), TheInformation Bomb, Verso, London 2000, p.123.7 Brownsword, Roger, “In the year 2061: from law to technological management” Law, Innovation and Technology,Vol.7, No.1, 2015, pp.1-51, 35.8 See, for example, Dirikx Astrid, Jan Van den Bulck, and Stephan Parmentier, “The Police as Societal Moral Agents:“Procedural Justice” and the Analysis of Police Fiction” Journal of Broadcast and Electronic Media, Vol.56, No.1, 2012,pp.38-549 Article 29 Working Party, Guidelines on Automated individual decision-making and Profiling for the purposes ofRegulation 2016/679. 17/EN, WP251.01, Revised and Adopted on 6 February 2018, pp.5-6. (Hereafter: Art.29WPGuidelines) Available at: https://idpc.org.mt/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/EDPB-automated-decision-making-under-GDPR.pdf10 Art.22, GDPR Art.11, LED.11 Art.29WP Guidelines, p.8.12 Pyke, Magnus, Automation: Its purpose and future, Scientific Book Club, London, 1946, p.38.

2. The human-centred approach in ROXANNE
2.1. Avoiding risks in automated decision-making

The ROXANNE consortium is acutely aware of the risks of automated decision-making where it results insignificant effects on people,1 and especially in the law enforcement domain.2 As mentioned in D3.1 (Initialreport on compliance with ethical principles), there are significant ethical, societal, and legal issues wherehuman beings delegate their decision-making to machines and allow those decisions to affect others.
Automated decision-making can create ethical and societal issues issues that can affect both the people whoare affected by the decisions, and those who delegate them. As algorithms are not inherently objective, but areimpacted by the effects of choices taken during their development, they cannot produce results that havecompletely equal effects.3 Whilst human beings can also make unequal decisions, they are more often easilyfixable.4 Automated decision-making can entrench the effects of structural issues in society, whilst presentinga veneer of objectivity.5 Thus, there is a need to avoid automated decision-making due to the negative effectsit can have on the people whom technologies are used on.
Retaining the critical engagement of human beings using technologies is also key to avoiding issues that couldbe caused for the end-users. D3.1 (Initial report on compliance with ethical principles) noted that end-userscan be alienated from their work when it is mediated through machines,6 and that this could lead to a loss ofintuition for LEA officers, alongside a risk of atrophying moral decision-making skills,7 and potential impactson the role of LEA officers as ‘societal moral agents’.8
In terms of legal effects, automated decision-making can result in increased efficiencies and resource saving,but also presents clear risks of removing the ability for people to choose and can also lock people into specificcategories that could be subject to discrimination.9 Thus, in both the General Data Protection Regulation(GDPR) and the Law Enforcement Directive (LED), there is a general prohibition on the use of automateddecision-making where this creates legal, or similarly significant effects.10
Solely automated decision-making is where decisions are made using technological means without humaninvolvement.11 Automation happens where a person delegates the mental labour of making a decision to amachine.12 But, automated decision-making can still happen where there is only ‘token’ human oversight; for
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13 Art.29WP Guidelines, p.21.14 Art.29WP Guidelines, p.21.15 See Bundesgerichtsof, Urteil vom 28.1.2014, Para.34.16 Skitka, Linda J., Kathleen L. Mosier and Mark Burdick, 'Does Automation Bias Decision-Making?' (1999) 51International Journal of Human-Computer Studies, pp.991-1006.17 So-called ‘Functional Autonomy’ in Roff, Heather M., 'The Forest For The Trees: Autonomous Weapons And“Autonomy” In Weapons Systems' [2016] Unpublished Essay.18 Sharkey, Noel, “Staying in the loop: human supervisory control of weapons”, in Nehal Bhuta and others (eds.),Autonomous Weapons Systems, CUP, Cambridge, 2016, pp.34-35.

example, a situation where someone simply pushes a button to confirm and enact a machine result would beseen as a situation of solely automated decision-making.13 Indeed, for decision-making not to be ‘solelyautomated’, a human being must consider ‘all the relevant data’.14
With the proposed ROXANNE platform, the intention has always been to maintain meaningful humaninvolvement by building the platform in such a way that human beings must take all decisions based on theoutputs/results generated. In order to facilitate this, the ROXANNE partners have developed the belowdecision-making mechanism for human beings to use to assist them in coming to decisions about data use andhow results should be understood. This is in the form of questions that facilitate critical engagement by end-users in order to fully consider all relevant data. This should mean that the ultimate decision about how theresults of the ROXANNE analysis are comprehended and implemented in LEA investigations are made by aperson and, therefore, are not solely automated.15 The tools below are for decision-support, not decision-making on behalf of the users.
With regard to human involvement in decision-making, the ROXANNE partners are also conscious of therisks of automation bias. This is where human beings begin to trust the results of machine analysis more thanthemselves.16 The ultimate effect of this can be that, where a human does not apply their own criticalengagement to the results of a tool, the human is, in-effect, a by-stander, and the machine is actingautonomously for all intents and purposes.17 Automation bias is different from the ‘token’ human involvementmentioned above: ‘token’ human involvement can be a design choice, whereas automation bias is choice madeby end-users. However, the effects are the same with both resulting in a lack of critical engagement by end-users.
A significant amount of literature on avoiding automation bias has been written in relation to autonomousweapon systems. Sharkey suggests that the ideal level of human control over a machine that has effects onhumans should be where a human being can deliberate on the results of machine analysis and place themwithinthe context provided by situational awareness of the circumstances at hand (i.e. consider all the relevant data).18Consequently, in order to facilitate critical engagement with the issues applicable to the use of ROXANNE,and to avoid automation bias, the ROXANNE partners opted to develop questions for LEA officers to answerduring their use of the proposed ROXANNE platform.
This has two key benefits. First, it provides an opportunities for LEA officers to: examine the crucial ethical,societal, and legal issues related to their data use; ensure that they understand the meaning of the results of theROXANNE platform before acting upon them; evidence and attest that their actions are in compliance withapplicable legal and ethical standards and, where relevant, the terms of any warrants that the LEAs areoperating under. Second, it is an obvious point at which to implement accountability measures by logging theusers of the ROXANNE platform, their reasons for using it, and the outcomes which they take forward intoinvestigations.
In terms of the examination of ethical, societal, and legal issues, and attesting to compliance to the relevantstandards for these issues, it is important that LEA officers understand these issues prior to commencing withdata processing. This is because there can be ethical, societal, and legal risks associated with the dataprocessing using ROXANNE in addition to those associated with collecting it. For example, there could be alegitimate violation of privacy in collecting telephone intercepts from a suspect in a criminal case; but,analysing their data can be seen as a distinct activity where the legitimacy of a further privacy violation shouldbe assessed separately. Therefore, it is important that compliance risks are assessed before the analysis takesplace. Further, LEAs must ensure that where they are acting under a warrant that they comply with the termsof that warrant. One of the ROXANNE LEA partners noted that such an assessment could facilitate their
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19 Human Rights Watch, Losing Humanity, Human Rights Watch and the International Human Rights Clinic, CambridgeMA, 2012, p.2.

compliance with the conditions of a warrant if, for example, it required investigators to demonstrate than aninfringement on the privacy of a suspect is the last resort, and their reasoning could be included, and recorded,in their responses to decision-making questions.
Having investigators demonstrate that they understand the results of the ROXANNE platform is beneficial notonly for compliance with ethical, societal, and legal standards, but also for operational reasons. The proposedROXANNE platform will integrate several tools and functions that already operate in complicated ways, andhaving them work together in a processing chain could add layers of complexity that hamper end-usersunderstanding the results and how they were generated.
There are different factors that can to better facilitate the understanding that end-users have for results. First,of course, are technical approaches that enable end-users to comprehend the results more easily in the waythey are presented and explained to end-users. This is an area of continuing discussion with technical partners;requirements on this topic arose in D3.1 (Initial report on compliance with ethical principles), and theirfulfilment will be reported in D3.4 (Final report on compliance with ethical principles). Second, is promptingusers to engage with the results and critically asses their meaning. Having users engage with the context inwhich both the original data were gathered, and the results are generated can lead to greater understanding.For example, data analysis results could suggest a criminal suspect has met with accomplices, but aninvestigator might know that the suspect was in prison at the time and so cannot have met accomplices. Thus,interpreting the results of the data analysis in context is needed.
To enhance the understanding of the ethical and legal risks when analysing ROXANNE results, it isrecommended to foresee the need for the users of the platform to complete training on this topic. This canallow investigators to better understand the relevant issues, and allow them to fully engage with them whenthey use the ROXANNE platform. The training modules should explain how the platform functions, what itstechnical limitations are, and how the users should use it. Thus, users should clearly understand that the resultsdo not accurately reflect reality and the platform may highlight patterns without being able to explain them.The training should underline that decisions stay with the investigators using the platform and they should bemade only after having critically evaluated the results provided by the platform. Hence, the officers using theplatform should learn to interpret ROXANNE results and to accurately present them to judges and juries. Thetraining should also raise the users’ awareness of legal requirements linked to their use such as ethical, dataprotection and fundamental rights. Users should take into consideration all these legal aspects when using theplatform and evaluating the potential impact of their decisions.

2.2.Focussing on decision-support not decision-making
Earlier, the risks associated with end-users being ‘alienated’ from their work were noted along with the needto retain the critical engagement of investigators when using the ROXANNE platform. As such, it is importantto clarify that references to a ‘decision-making mechanism’, in the title of this deliverable and the descriptionof the task it fulfils, this should not be read to indicate that decisions are taken on behalf of users. Rather, theseries of questions offered below are a mechanism for facilitating decision-making, and, in that sense, are toolsto support human decision-making, rather than allow decisions to be delegated to the ROXANNE platform.
The questions below can be seen as decision-support tools though prompting end-users to consider varioustopics that are relevant to the use of ROXANNE. Indeed, the purpose is to follow a human-centred approachto using the ROXANNE platform and keep the ‘human-in-the-loop’. The loop paradigm for understandinghuman-machine relationships comes from literature on autonomous weapon systems,19 and can be adapted forthe context of a data analysis platform: a human ‘in-the-loop’ analyses results from the machine and takesdecisions themselves; a human ‘on-the-loop’ would observe decisions by the machine and intervene wherenecessary; a human ‘out-of-the-loop’ would allow the machine to make decision for them. In the case ofROXANNE, the consortium partners have only ever intended for the platform to be used with a human ‘in-the-loop’; it is not being built to allow for uses where a human could be ‘on-‘ or ‘off-the-loop’.
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20 Crootof, R. “The Killer Robots Are Here”, Cardozo Law Review, Vol.36, 2015, pp.1837-1915, pp.1864-1865.21 Scharre notes that the tasks which a machine is employed for are illustrative of how ‘autonomous’ it is. For example,a robotic assistant that walks with its owner can be seen to be more autonomous than having the same assistive functionsin a robot that is designed to be stationary. See Scharre, P. Army of None, WW Norton & Company, New York, 2018,pp.27-32.22 Of course, this does not mean that the ROXANNE platform should be seen as a mere tool that is ‘neutral’ in terms ofthe impact of using it in the world. See Kranzberg, M., “Technology and History: "Kranzberg's Laws"” Technology andCulture, Vol.27, 1986, pp.544-560, p.545.

We can also consider other paradigms for understanding ROXANNE in other to further demonstrate that theproposed platform is firmly under human control. The ‘Levels of Autonomy’ paradigm describes how thetechnological capabilities of machines can be seen along a spectrum from inert, to automated, to semi-autonomous, and fully-autonomous systems.20 The proposed ROXANNE platform would remain in the inertcategory as, despite containing very advanced computing, it will not be capable of functioning without a humanbeing directing it.
Further, the intended tasks of the ROXANNE platform are purely data analysis, it would not be possible forthe platform itself to have any material effect on the world (any effects arising from the use of the ROXANNEplatform would need to be enacted by the human beings using it).21 Consequently, it is not possible to view theplatform as being used for the delegation of decision-making. The proposed ROXANNE platform should,according to the most commonly used paradigms, be seen as an inert system carrying out data analysis tasksonly at the direction of a user who is ‘in-the-loop’ and makes all decisions regarding the results of that analysisand how it should be used.

2.3.Legal ‘neutrality’ and adaptability for end-users
Since the beginning of the project, LEAs have been asked to report their needs and requirements for theROXANNE platform through specific questionnaires which were reviewed and complemented using thefeedback sessions of the field tests and the regular LEAs meetings. From the initial end user requirementssurvey, which was distributed within the ROXANNE project, stakeholder board LEA members and throughINTERPOL’s global law enforcement network (194 member countries), 121 responses from 40 countries hadbeen gathered, mainly from police services, academia and anti-terrorism units. Those were mainly focused onthe current data sources, data types, current technologies, their main obstacles and challenges as well as theirdesired features and options for the platform. LEAs did not share any specific input around the decision-making mechanism, rather they shared their thoughts on the issues and obstacles which prevent them frommaking the most out of each data type, from not using web/social media data to its full potential, as well aswith respect to data handling and analysis which could prevent criminal investigations to succeed, underlininglegal constraints as a really important topic. As the questionnaires did not request specific input regarding thedecision-making mechanism, a meeting was held with ROXANNE LEA partners to discuss a proposeddecision-making mechanism and how it could work best with current LEA approaches to investigations.
In addition to the end-user surveys , a supplementary legal requirements survey brought forward the need forlegal solutions neither specific to particular types of investigations or organisations nor focussed toward aparticular legal regime, due to the fact that pre-existing legal rules regulate all the facial/speech/textrecognition technologies. This was also highlighted during discussions with LEA partners.
As each LEA is subject to different ethical, societal, and legal standards in their own countries, there is a needfor them to be able to tailor compliance tools to their needs. This is particularly the case in terms of each legaljurisdiction regulating the activities of LEAs with separate legal regimes, and due to each organisation, andthe populations policed by them, having different perspectives on ethical and societal issues.
Consequently, the decision-making mechanism presented below should be seen as a template designed withEuropean-wide ethical, societal, and legal standards in mind, and can be adapted for use by LEAs to theirparticular context. The mechanism can, therefore, be seen as somewhat ‘neutral’ in the sense that it designedat the Europe-wide level, and does not favour any particular ethical, societal, and legal regime within Europe.22ROXANNE partners recommend that if LEAs do modify the questions below, that they add additionalconsiderations for the circumstances of their investigations, rather than remove questions, so that they can be
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tailored to the specific needs of the individual LEAs. It is important that LEAs can adapt the decision-makingmechanism to their needs, as the questions below should not be seen as a replacement for their currentprocesses that ensure compliance with their current obligations.
Still, ROXANNE partners do acknowledge that the needs of some LEAs could result in more drasticmodifications. When discussing the overall approach to this decision-making mechanism, a ROXANNE LEApartner noted that they would see greater utility in using the questions as training tools to make officer awareof key issues in their work which they would then be able to deal with as required, rather than within theframework of the mechanism.
Indeed, one of the criticisms of automated decision-making mentioned above is that it can be presented as‘objective’ when, in reality, it is not. In the same way that algorithms cannot take into account all relevant data,the ROXANNE decision-making mechanism cannot cover all eventualities. In the same way that ROXANNEpartners want to avoid having end-users follow the logic of the proposed ROXANNE platform, partners alsowant to avoid end-users following the logic of the decision-making mechanism without critical engagement,for example approaching it as a ‘tick-box’ exercise.
Therefore, each question has been provided with a rationale. This is to explain to end-users what the questionis about, what issues it deals with,and why it is important. By conveying the importance of each question, andthe underlying issues, this should enable investigators to better engage with the potential implications of theirwork, thereby raising the awareness of ethical, societal, and legal issues amongst LEA practitioners, but alsoavoiding risks of ‘functional autonomy’ and automation bias.
3. The decision-making mechanism
3.1.Intended use

The intended use of the ROXANNE decision-making mechanism is for LEA officers to use it for assessingpotential ethical, societal, and legal issues that could arise during the use of the proposed ROXANNE platform,or similar tools, and to demonstrate their compliance with the relevant standards. This serves several purposes.As mentioned above, it avoids situations of automated decision-making. It also facilitates greater awarenessand engagement with the issues by investigators and avoids risks of functional autonomy and automation bias.Further, it enables uses and decisions to be logged for accountability purposes. Logging features are key touncovering misuses of tools such as ROXANNE: if an LEA officer were to use the proposed platform forunethical or unlawful purposes, this would be logged and any investigation about such use will easily be ableto see how the platform was used and make decisions accordingly.
Having end-users critically engage with relevant issues, and recording their answers to the questions withinthe decision-making mechanism adds benefits over simply logging uses and users. For example, an oversightbody can assess the answers provided. This could be for a variety of purposes. A professional standards unitcould assess whether LEA officers are adequately engaging with issues, both to find unprofessional activities(such as entering random text into answer boxes to simply complete the form), or to find examples of bestpractice (such as officers finding new issues that need to be considered). Further, any oversight body that needsto investigate criminal allegations of misconduct by an investigator, for example, should be able to gain insightinto the mindset of an officer when using ROXANNE if they need to assess the intent of that investigator.

3.2.Structure
During the development of the questions for the decision-making mechanism, it became clear that somequestions needed to be asked before the ROXANNE platform was used, for example to assess privacy risks.Yet, other questions needed to be asked once results had been generated, to determine if a user properlyunderstands the results, for example.
Following question development, they were grouped into questions best suited to be asked: at the procurementstage; when beginning a new case; when analysing new data, and; following data analysis. This approach wasdiscussed with LEAs and technical partners who agreed that it was appropriate for dealing with the relevantissues, and could fit into current LEA structures. However, as noted above, actual implementation of the
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23 See, for example, West Midlands Police and Crime Commissioner, “Ethics Committee”. Available at:https://www.westmidlands-pcc.gov.uk/ethics-committee/.

decision-making mechanism would depend on the needs of the individual LEA and the ethical, societal, andlegal standards that are best suited to their circumstances.
Where questions are presented below, they include reference to an ‘origin’. This is where the need for therelevant questions comes from. Many come from, and refer to specific section in, the previous ethical, societal,and legal analysis in D3.1 (Initial report on compliance with ethical principles), they are provided here todemonstrate a clear link with previous work and to evidence the necessity of including these questions. In theelectronic version of the decision-making mechanism that will be included in the ROXANNE platform, theseorigins will not be included as it is not necessary for investigators to know where the questions originate fromin the previous analysis and the salient information is included in that ‘rationale’ for each question. Still, end-users will still be able to access the present and previous documents should they wish to.

3.3.Decision-making at the procurement stage
From the beginning of LEAs using advanced technologies like ROXANNE, they should ensure that theirpolicies and procedures for using them comply with the values held by the society that they police, and theethical and legal standards that are applicable to them. Therefore, LEAs should consider the implications ofusing technologies such as ROXANNE when they procure them. The following questions should be includedin any assessment carried out during the procurement process.
Ideally, LEAs procuring the proposed ROXANNE platform would be able to seek advice from an ethicsboard,23 or experts in the ethical use of technologies in law enforcement. However, some LEAs might not havean ethics board, or might not wish to discuss technologies intended for sensitive policing operations outside oftheir organisation, and so decisions could be made by senior officers. In any case, the following questionsshould be considered as part of an assessment of technologies such as ROXANNE. This should be in additionto specific considerations of the relevant ethical, societal, and legal standards applicable to their circumstances.As these are questions that should be considered about the use of the ROXANNE platform overall, and notabout specific uses of it, there is no need to include these questions in the electronic version of the decision-making mechanism.
Question Rationale OriginHave you conducted a detailedassessment of the ethical, societal,fundamental rights, and legalimpacts that could arise if yourorganisation used the ROXANNEplatform?

It is important that LEAs have acomprehensive understanding of theissues that could be generated by theiruse of new technologies, and take stepsto deal with any negative impacts

D3.1 generally.

What type of investigations wouldit be appropriate to useROXANNE platform for? Howwill you prevent ‘function creep’?

The ROXANNE platform can causeintrusive effects on people’s privacy,and this should be limited to caseswhere such intrusions are necessary.
Further, the ROXANNE platform canprocess a lot of complex data, and use alot of energy. Investigators shouldconsider if another, less energy-intensive, tool can complete their task.

Ethics, use phase: privacyand data governance, ‘useof data’; Individual,societal, and environmentalwellbeing.

How will you track the use of theROXANNE platform? Forexample, should every LEAofficer have a separate useraccount? Will you keep accesslogs?

Incorporating a logging system withinthe LEA organisation would allowsenior LEA officers to monitor the useof the platform. Also, if each lawenforcement representative has anindividual account, they become

Ethics, Use phase,‘Accountability’.

https://www.westmidlands-pcc.gov.uk/ethics-committee/
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accountable for their own actions.What oversight mechanisms/bodies will you implement withthe users of ROXANNE?
Oversight for technology use is crucialto ensure that ethical, societal, and legalstandards are adequately applied beforeany potential violation, and to preventpoor standards resulting in unjustifiedviolations.
Oversight should exist withininvestigations from senior officers toensure proper use of data analysistechnologies, and from outsideinvestigation teams to provide oversightof how standards are being applied.

Ethics, Use phase, privacyand data governance, ‘useof data’.

What data security measures willbe implemented with theROXANNE platform? Will theyadequately protect the data beinganalysed by ROXANNE, and theresults?

Data from LEA investigations is, by itsnature, sensitive. It is imperative that itis kept secure in order to protect privacy,and the right to privacy.
The Law Enforcement Directive(2016/680) requires that LEAsimplement security appropriatemeasures to protect personal dataagainst unauthorised/unlawfulprocessing and accidental loss,destruction, or damage.
It is important that data securitymeasures are evidenced as significantharm could arise from a data breach.

Ethics, use phase, Technicalrobustness and safety;Societal values, ‘Citizenprivacy’; I v Finland Appno 20511/03 (ECtHR, 17July 2008), para.38-40;Art.4(1)(f), LED.

What will you do with personaldata that is no longer needed?Will you provide a data retentionpolicy to the public?

Personal data should be kept no longerthan necessary (data minimisationprinciple); they should be anonymisedor destroyed once they are no longerneeded. In order to be transparent, thepublic should be informed about thedata retention policy of LEAs.

Societal values, ‘Trust andthe perception of safety’.

How confident are you about theresults generated from thisplatform? Is the error rateacceptable for investigations?

LEAs should be confident in theefficacy of the technologies they deploy.This should include testing a systembefore deployment, and a determinationif it is an appropriate tool for theoperational environment. Where it isfound to be inappropriate, for technicalreasons or otherwise, it should not bedeployed.

Societal values,‘Unintended consequencesof technological solutions’.

Do you have any reason to believethat the ROXANNE platform willproduce biased effects onparticular groups of people inyour policing area? For example,are there populations whose dataare disproportionately captured ininvestigations who could bediscriminated against?

The bias in algorithmic analysis canresult in biased effects if they are actedupon and so data analysis tools shouldbe evaluated for bias by users beforethey are deployed.
Police data collection practices in thepast have sometimes created biases, andthe potential for them to affect ongoing

Societal values, ‘Equality’.
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investigations needs to be considered.Do you think that the trainingmodules provided for using withthe ROXANNE platform aresufficient to make investigatorsaware about possible technicallimitations? What trainingprovision will you provide todemonstrate to users ofROXANNE that they should notsimply ‘follow the algorithm’ butshould critically evaluate theiruses of the platform through thedecision-making mechanismprovided? How will you ensurethat ROXANNE end-users aresufficiently trained so that theycan comprehend the results of theROXANNE analysis in order toexplain them? Are there othertrainings you think investigatorsshould engage with before usingROXANNE?

LEAs must be well informed about thepossible technical limitations of theplatform and what could possibly leadto an error prone conclusion from thesystem. Linked with the next question,it is also crucial that end-users areadequately trained in order that they cancomprehend the results of theROXANNE analysis.
The ROXANNE platform is limited inits ability to analyse reality by the datathat is uploaded to it. Investigatorsshould not assume that the results of theROXANNE platform accuratelyrepresent reality, nor that they aredefinitively correct; they are only anestimation that should be criticallyengaged with.

Societal values,‘Unintended consequencesof technological solutions’;Societal values, ‘Respectfor human life’.

How will you facilitateinvestigators explainingROXANNE results, and howinvestigators reach conclusions,in court?

Judges and juries in criminal trials musthave an accurate understanding of theevidence in order to weight it properly.Therefore, investigators should be ableto adequately explain the results of theROXANNE platform to judges andjuries to ensure a fair trial.

Societal values, ‘Rule oflaw’; Ethics, use phase,Transparency.

Will you inform stakeholders (e.g.local citizens) about your intendeduses of ROXANNE? Will yourorganisation gather views ofstakeholders on how you intendto use the ROXANNE platform?Will you adapt your intended usesto comply with their views?

In order to be transparent and avoidmisunderstandings with the localpopulation and build trust, LEAs shouldkeep their stakeholders informed aboutthe technologies they use ininvestigations.
It is important that the use ofROXANNE-like technologies isevaluated by different groups, to ensurethat they are used in ways that areacceptable to the communities that arebeing policed.

Ethics, use phase,Individual, societal, andenvironmental well being;Societal values, ‘Trust andthe perception of safety’

Do you intend to make yourorganisational privacy policiesrelevant to the use of ROXANNEpublic? Or have you done so?

LEAs should be transparent with thepublic about how they process data(whilst recognising operational needs),in order to build trust and allow topublic to feel that their data is treatedproperly.

Societal values, ‘Socialacceptability’; Societalvalues, ‘Unintendedconsequences oftechnological solutions’;Ethics, Transparency.How can you avoid causingunnecessary harm to peoplewhose data is analysed usingROXANNE?

People can feel distressed where theyfeel that sensitive data about them, ortheir acquaintances, has been processedwithout their knowledge. Unnecessary,and particularly intentional, harm

Fundamental rights, Art.4Prohibition on torture.
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should be avoided, especially if it isused as a form of punishment orharassment outside of a formal legalprocess.How can you ensure that data-subjects will be supported if theyexperience distress after findingout about their data beingprocessed by ROXANNE?Are there structures in place tosupport people who find out thatthey been subject to analysis bythe ROXANNE platform?

LEAs should take care to ensure thatthey do not cause undue harm to personwhose data are examined ininvestigations. People might find itdistressing to learn that they have hadtheir data analysed by the ROXANNEplatform, for example if evidence ispresented in court, it is important thatthe wellbeing of these people issupported.

Fundamental rights, Art.3Integrity of the person;Ethics, use phase,Individual, societal, andenvironmental wellbeing.

3.4.Decision-making at the beginning of a new case
When investigators begin a new case using technologies such as ROXANNE, it is important that they assessissues relevant to its use across the investigation. The questions asked at this stage relate to issues that canaffect an entire investigation. Therefore, they only need to be asked once at the beginning of a new case.Specific issues related to the data to be analysed are asked in the next stage. As these questions relate to anentire investigation, it recommended that they be considered by a senior officer within the investigation.
Question Rationale OriginPlease confirm that youunderstand that the ROXANNEplatform is intended to provideassistance to LEA officers, anddecision-making should not bedelegated to it.

The ROXANNE platform is not capableof making decisions in investigations.LEA officers should not just follow theresults outputted, but should use them asinformation to make decisions-from.Investigators should take account of thecontext when understanding the resultsof the analysis; for example, highlightinga person has being in a communicationnetwork with known criminals does notindicate that they are involved in illegalactivity.

Ethics, Use phase, Humandignity, ‘Alienation’.

Please confirm that you areaware that the results of theROXANNE platform are anestimation, and are notconclusive. Results should beassessed once analysis iscompleted.

The ROXANNE platform can recognisepatterns in investigation data. Therefore,it can highlight data points to payattention to, but cannot provideinformation on why. Further, theROXANNE platform was developed in aresearch project and so the algorithms‘out of the box’ are not specificallytrained on LEA investigation data.

Ethics, use phase, Technicalrobustness and safety.

Please confirm that you are usingROXANNE in accordance withyour organisational policy ondata security.

Given the sensitive nature of the data,and the suggestion that data security isconsidered at the procurement stage,investigators should attest that they areusing the correct data security proceduresto avoid any data leaks or unauthorisedaccess.

Ethics, use phase, Technicalrobustness and safety;Ethics, use phase, Technicalrobustness and safety;Societal values, ‘Citizenprivacy’; I v Finland Appno 20511/03 (ECtHR, 17July 2008), para.38-40.Are you processing the data for It is important that LEAs process Arts.1(1), 4(1)(b), 4(2),
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law enforcement purposes?What is your specific purpose? investigative data under an appropriatelegal basis. The Law EnforcementDirective (2016/680) states that lawenforcement purposes are the‘prevention, investigation detection orprosecution of criminal offences or theexecution of criminal penalties,[…] andthe prevention of threats to publicSecurity.’
The LED also requires that thesepurposes are ‘explicit, specified, andlegitimate’.
If data are process for non-lawenforcement purposes, then this shouldbe regulated under the GDPR (unlessallowed in member state law).

4(3), 8, and 9, LED.

What is your lawful basis foranalysing the data? ProvideEuropean Union and MemberState law as required, andhighlight if these are separatelegal bases for processing dataof different categories of people.

A violation of privacy should only takeplace where it is proportionate, lawful,and subject to effective oversight.Ensuring that data is processed accordingto the law is important as it preventsinvestigators going beyond their powers.The Law Enforcement Directive requiresthat purposes of data processing arelawful and fair.
Under human rights law, the EuropeanCourt requires that domestic law providesmeasures to protect persons who areincidentally recorded in surveillancedata. To ensure that any infringement ofthe right to privacy is lawful, there mustbe a basis in domestic law and this shouldbe recorded .

Ethics, Use phase, privacyand data governance, ‘useof data’; Arts. 1(1), 4(1)(a)and 10, LED; Fundamentalrights, Art.7, Respect forprivate and family life;Amann v Switzerland AppNo 27798/95 (ECtHR, 16February 2000), Para.61;Fundamental rights, Art.8protection of personal data.

Is it necessary to use theROXANNE platform for thisinvestigation ?
The ROXANNE platform can process alot of complex data, and use a lot ofenergy. This raises risks of violatingprivacy and spending a lot of energy.
Investigators should consider if another,less intrusive or less energy-intensive,tool/process can complete their task.

Ethics, use phase: privacyand data governance, ‘useof data’; Individual,societal, and environmentalwellbeing.

Which person/body overseesthis data analysis in this specificoperation?
A violation of privacy should only takeplace where it is proportionate, lawful,and subject to effective oversight.Oversight for technology use is crucial toensure that privacy issues are adequatelyconsidered before any potential violation,and to prevent poor standards resultingin unjustified violations.

Ethics, Use phase, privacyand data governance, ‘useof data’.

Have the persons who will beusing the ROXANNE platformin the investigation completed
Training should cover several areasincluding transparency (understandinghow the system produces results), human

Ethics, Use phase, privacyand data governance, ‘useof data’.
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the required training provision? rights protections and accountabilityprocedures.
Investigators should be adequatelytrained in both using ROXANNE, andthe potential impacts it can produce.Will you limit access toinvestigative data to certaininvestigators within theinvestigation? How will youlimit access (e.g. need-to basis,rank)?

Personal data in investigations shouldonly be accessed by people who need todo so for legitimate purposes. Wherehighly sensitive data is processed,investigations should consider if thisneeds to be sequestered in some way.

Societal values, ‘Citizenprivacy’.

Regarding transferring databetween investigations, do youenvisage:a) Transferring data from yourinvestigation to anotherinvestigation?b) Transferring data fromanother investigation into yours?
Why? Is this necessary? Is thislawful? Who will oversee, andprovide authorisation for, this?

Provision of sensitive data to otherpersons, or organisations, who do notneed access is an additional violation ofprivacy, it therefore needs to beproportionate, lawful, and subject tooversight.

Ethics, use phase, privacyand data governance, ‘useof data’.

Is the data processing expectedin your investigation incompliance with yourorganisational data protectionpolicy (ideally made public)?

In order to remain transparent, the publicshould be able to generally determinehow their data will be used by LEAs.
Societal values, ‘Socialacceptability’; Societalvalues, ‘Unintendedconsequences oftechnological solutions’;Ethics principles,Transparency.How will you integrate use ofthe ROXANNE platform intoyour investigation alongside‘ordinary’ (i.e. non-data-driven)decision-making approaches?How will you verify the resultsof the ROXANNE platform?

End-users should be aware that data-analysis platforms may give results thatcould be biased, erroneous, and difficultto understand, depending upon the datainputted. LEA officers leadinginvestigations should be clear on howthey will deal with these issues, if theyarise. Senior officers should ensure thatuser maintain a critical interpretation ofresults from data analysis platforms.

Fundamental rights, Art. 21Non-discrimination.

Do you foresee a risk of biaseddata, or biased effects? Whatsteps could you take to mitigatethese risks?

Having biased data sets is a riskinvestigators face when they analyseinvestigative data with technologies.
It is important that senior officers areaware of these risks and how it couldaffect investigations. It is also importantthat they take steps to mitigate bias risksnot only to avoid discriminatory policing,but also to avoid leading theirinvestigation down an erroneous path.

Fundamental rights, Art. 21Non-discrimination.

Are you in a position to fulfil therights of data-subjects, if The Law Enforcement Directive hasfewer data-subject rights than the Ethics, Use phase, privacyand data governance, ‘use
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24 Chapter III, LED25 Art.15, LED

needed? GDPR,24 and the exercise of these rightsis restricted under certain conditions.25Investigators should be cognisant thatdata-subjects might be able to access dataheld about them in future and could usetheir data as a tool to hold investigatorsaccountable for errors.

of data’.

If people discovered how youintend to process their personaldata, would they likely actdifferently? For example, wouldthey express themselves, orinteract with others, differently?How big of an impact could thiscreate? Would this be anecessary and proportionateinterference with freedom ofexpression, and freedom ofassembly and association?

LEA activity can result in innocentpeople acting different due to ‘chillingeffects’. In terms of freedom ofexpression, people might self-censorthemselves to avoid attracting LEAattention. Self-censorship due to a fear ofunnecessary court proceedings initiatedby authorities can violate the freedom ofexpression.
In terms of the freedom of assembly andassociation, people might not associatewith certain people either to avoidimplicating themselves or their associatesin the eyes of LEAs. Unlawful,temporary, and mistaken LEA interesthave all resulted in violations of freedomsof association where they affected howpeople associate with each other.
Investigators should ensure that anypotential impact on the behaviour ofpeople is necessary and proportionate.

Maegulev v Russia, App No15449/09 (ECtHR, 8January 2020); ChristianDemocratic People’s Partyv. Moldova App No28793/02 (ECtHR, 14 May2006), para.77; NurettinAldemir and Others v.Turkey App Nos 32124/02,32126/02, 32129/02,32132/02, 32133/02,32137/02 and 32138/02(ECtHR, 2 June 2008),para.34; The UnitedMacedonian OrganisationIlinden and Ivanov v.Bulgaria App No 44079/98(ECtHR, 15 February2006), para.135;Bączkowski and Others v.Poland App No 1543/06(ECtHR, 24 September2007), paras.66-68.How will you manage data onceyour investigation is completed?Will you anonymise, or destroy,the data? If you do not know,when will you review thisdecision?

The Law Enforcement Directive requiresthat data-subjects should only beidentifiable for as long as is necessary forlaw enforcement purposes. When theyare no longer needed, they should beanonymised or destroyed

Art.4(1)(e), LED.

Do you intend to publish a purplenotice based on informationdetected using the ROXANNEplatform?

Purple notices are published to warnabout modi operandi used by offendersor request information on offences toresolve or assist LEAs in theirinvestigation. With ROXANNE this kindof intelligence may be collected whenusing the platform and shared further onwith the use of purple notices.

Art. 92, INTERPOL Ruleson the Processing of Data(RPD, further informationon this topic will also beincluded in D3.3(INTERPOL GlobalCommunicationsInfrastructure)).Are the facts subject to thepurple notice still underinvestigation or not?
Depending on the status of the facts(under investigation or no longer underinvestigation), the INTERPOL Rules onthe Processing of Data define differentconditions for the publication of thepurple notice.

Art. 92, RPD
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26 Depending upon if users of the ROXANNE platform are logged automatically, information on platform users couldalso be recorded automatically. In which case, this question would not be needed.

3.5.Decision-making when using new data
When LEAs bring new data into an investigation, it is important that they assess the risks and implications ofanalysing the data prior to processing it. As mentioned above, the analysing of data in an investigation can beconsidered an additional infringement on privacy beyond an infringement at the point where the data iscollected. Therefore, investigators should consider the issues related to their specific use of the data, andwhether they need to process it. The questions at this stage could be answered by investigators (potentiallyjunior officers) who actually use the ROXANNE platform, in distinction to the suggestion that officers leadingan investigation should complete the previous set of questions.
The need to separate out questions between those that should be asked at the beginning of a case, and thosewhen new data is brought into an investigation was discussed with ROXANNE LEA partners who agreed thatthere were distinct issues at each stage that need to be considered separately. Consequently, the questions inthis section should be considered every time new data is brought into an investigation.
Question Rationale OriginAre you an investigator assignedto the case which these datarelate? What is your purpose inprocessing these data?
If you are not assigned to thecase which these data relate to,what purpose are you accessingthese data for?

It would seem to be an unjustifiedviolation of privacy if people fromoutside an investigation can accesssensitive data without good reason.

Ethics, Use phase, privacyand data governance, ‘useof data’.

What are your details? Name,rank, ID number, etc. 26 It is important that any person whodecides on a violation of privacy isaccountable for their actions, and can bequestioned about their reasoning for this.

Ethics, Use phase, privacyand data governance, ‘useof data’
Was a warrant required to collectthese data? What is the warrantnumber? Are there anyrestrictions regarding data-analysis from this warrant? Arethere any details you should notehere?

A violation of privacy should only takeplace where it is proportionate, lawful,and subject to effective oversight.Ensuring that data is processed accordingto the law is important as it preventsinvestigators going beyond their powers.
The collection and processing ofsensitive data is often authorised by ajudge providing a warrant, especiallywhen gathered by covert means. This isan opportunity to attest that a judge hasauthorised certain actions.

Fundamental rights, Art.8Protection of personal data.

What is the nature of the datayou intend to process? Investigators should clearly documentthe types of data they want to process Z v Finland App No22009/03 (ECtHR, 25February 1997).Are the data factual, or are theybased on personal assessments(e.g. witness statements)? Ifthere is a mix, please providedetails.

The Law Enforcement Directive requiresthat LEAs distinguish, as far as possible,personal data based on fact and that basedon personal assessments, such as witnessstatements. This question gives an

Art.7, LED.
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opportunity to do this.What categories of data-subjectare included in the dataset? (e.g.suspects, convicts, victims,witnesses.)

The Law Enforcement Directive requiresthat LEAs should make a distinctionbetween categories of data-subjects. Thisquestion provides an opportunity to dothis.

Art.6, LED.

Does the dataset contain specialcategory data? Special category data is that whichreveals ‘racial or ethnic origin, politicalopinions, religious or philosophicalbeliefs, or trade union membership, andthe processing of genetic data, biometricdata for the purpose of uniquelyidentifying a natural person, dataconcerning health or data concerning anatural person's sex life or sexualorientation’.
Such data can only be processed where itis allowed by law, to protect someone’svital interest, or where it has been mademanifestly public by the data-subject.

Art.10, LED.

Is the data adequate, relevantand limited to your purposes?Do you need to analyse the dataof all persons represented in thedataset? Could you partition thedata in some way? What are youplanning to do with the irrelevantdata?

Ethical considerations require thatinvestigators consider if people who areunconnected to an investigation, but arecaptured in a dataset, could be removedfrom the analysis to avoid potentialviolations of privacy.
With regard to data protection law, theLaw Enforcement Directive requires thatpersonal data to be processed is only thatwhich is adequate, relevant, and notexcessive for the processing (dataminimisation principle). So, for example,data about people not connected to aninvestigation should not be processed aspart of an investigation; LEAs shouldanonymise or destroy data that is notneeded.
In terms of human rights law, the privacyrights of both the sender and receiver ofcommunications can be infringed whenanalysing communication data.Investigators should ensure that they donot unnecessarily analyse personal data.

Ethics, use phase,Individual, societal, andenvironmental wellbeing;Art.4(1)(c), LED;Fundamental rights, Art.7,Respect for private andfamily life; Lamber vFrance App No 23618/94(ECtHR, 24 August 1998),Para.21; Iordachi andOthers v Moldova App No25198/02 (ECtHR, 14September 2009), para.44.

Is the data accurate? Is it up-to-date? The Law Enforcement Directive requiresthat data is accurate and up-to-date, andthat inaccurate data should be erased orrectified without delay.

Art.4(1)(d), LED.

Is the data of adequate quality tobe analysed? How will youevaluate results to account forany errors caused by poor-

Poor quality data can be present ininvestigations where, for example, datacomes from old surveillance cameras, ormisplaced covert microphones.

Ethics, Use phase, privacyand data governance, ‘useof data’.
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quality data? Poor quality data might result inerroneous results, and these should bescreened out by investigators.Does this dataset include dataabout children? What additionalmeasures will you take whenprocessing their data (e.g.additional security measures,processing only by authorisedstaff)?

LEA data processing of personal data isregulated under the Law EnforcementDirective, but its sister regulation, theGDPR, explicitly states that children’spersonal data merits additionalprotection. This is in conformity withhuman rights law which provides specialprotection to children.

Fundamental rights, Art.24The rights of the child;Information CommissionersOffice’s guide on Childrenand the GDPR

Are there any risks of bias in theprocessing of this dataset? If a particular dataset has a bias towardsa particular demographic of the society,the same might be reflected in theconclusions of the platform. There shouldbe a conscious effort to appreciate risksof bias in data processing and avoidcreating biased effects in the real world.

Societal values,‘Unintended consequencesof technological solutions’.

Are you likely to be processingdata about people’s private orfamily lives? How will yousafeguard people’s privacyduring your processing?

The right to privacy is an important rightin intrusive investigations, soinvestigators must be clear on how theywill protect this right.

Fundamental rights, Art.7Respect for private andfamily life.

Would the people whose datayou intend to process expect it tobe private?
LEAs should consider whether peoplewhose data they are processing wouldexpect their data to be processed in theway you intend.

Krone Verlag GmbH vAustria App no 431/96(ECtHR, 26 February2002); Von Hannover vGermany App no 59320/00(ECtHR, 24 June 2004).Why is it necessary to processdata about people’s private livesin this case and in this way?
For an infringement on the right toprivacy to be lawful, it must be necessary.Processing that violates privacy is likelyto damage trust in LEAs.

Fundamental rights, Art.7Respect for private andfamily life (Art.8(2),European Convention onHuman Rights); Societalvalues, ‘Trust and theperception of safety’.What is your aim in processingthis data, what are you trying toachieve? Is this a legitimate aim?If you are violating someone’sprivacy, is it proportionate to thecrime(s) under investigation?Could you reach the same goalin a less intrusive way?

For an infringement on the right toprivacy to be lawful, it must beproportionate to a legitimate aim.
In ethical terms, a violation of privacyshould only take place where it isproportionate, lawful, and subject toeffective oversight. It is important todemonstrate that any violation of privacyis proportionate to the ongoinginvestigation and that there is no lessintrusive way of completing the task.

Ethics, Use phase, privacyand data governance, ‘useof data’; Fundamentalrights, Art.7 Respect forprivate and family life.

Which tools in the ROXANNEplatform do you need to use? Doyou need to use all of them?
Use of each ROXANNE tool could resultin infringement of privacy, and soinvestigators should only use the toolsthat they need to.

Fundamental rights, Art.7,Respect for private andfamily life.
Can the person whose data you Investigators should endeavour to allow Leander v Sweden App no
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are processing access the datayou have about them? data-subjects to access their data whenlegally permitted whilst not causingdamage to investigations.
9248/81 (ECtHR, 26 March1987); Gaskin v UK App no10454/83 (ECtHR, 7 July1989), para.49.How is your data processingusing this tool subject tooversight?

Oversight of activities that engage humanrights is important to ensure thatstandards that allow for infringement areproperly considered.

Klass v Germany App no5029/71 (ECtHR, 6September 1978).

3.6.Decision-making after data has been analysed
Once investigators have completed their analysis and are considering the results, it is important that they takesteps to understand them thoroughly, and consider them in the relevant context. The below questions shouldbe asked after each session using ROXANNE platform to ensure that the results of the data analysis areproperly evaluated, and issues regarding potentially innocent people whose data are included in theinvestigation are considered. Each session could include analysing a lone dataset, or several data types(whether sequentially or simultaneously). It would seem overly-onerous to expect investigators to considerthese questions after analysing each dataset if there are several datasets being analysed together, especiallywhere conclusions related to the case might only be drawn after viewing the results of analysing severaldatasets together. Therefore, it was decide to ask these questions at the conclusion of each user session whenusing the proposed ROXANNE platform.
Question Rationale OriginHow confident are you that theresults are accurate? Reliable?Precise?

It is important that results of theROXANNE platform are criticallyevaluated. Acting on erroneous resultscould result in innocent people beinginvestigated, or offenders remaining free.

Ethics, use phase, Technicalrobustness and safety.

Can you understand the resultsof the ROXANNE platform? Investigators must understand the resultsof the ROXANNE platform before actingon them so that risks of investigation orarrest of innocent people are not realised,and that actual perpetrators can beapprehended quicker.

Societal values, Rule oflaw.

Can you foresee any issues thatcould arise for understandingthese results, for example if theyare presented in court?

If it is not possible to understand theresults of the platform, this could affectthe ability of the defence to challengeevidence if it is presented in court.

Fundamental rights, Art.47Right to an effective remedyand a fair trial; Societalvalues, ‘Transparency’.
Will you remove people fromthe dataset who are shown to beinnocent in these results? If yeshow? If no, why not?

Innocent people should be protectedfrom intrusive investigations, particularlywhere they are unnecessary.
Fundamental rights, Art.48Presumption of innocenceand right of defence.

How will you assess the outputsof the platform before acting onthem?
The user should be aware that as theplatform cannot comprehend context andso cannot differentiate between, forexample, innocent communicationsbetween family and the communicationsof a criminal organisation. Therefore theuser should critically assess the results ofthe ROXANNE platform to ensure theyare properly understood before they are

Fundamental Rights, Art.22 Cultural, religious andlinguistic diversity.
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27 ROXANNE project, “Home”, 2020. Available at: https://roxanne-euproject.org/

acted upon.How will you validate, orcorroborate, the results of theROXANNE platform? Forexample, replaying audio tocheck voice identification,reading transcripts to validatetext analysis results, or checkingconnections made in networkanalysis?

LEAs highlighted that they would like tobe able to validate the results of theROXANNE platform. Investigatorsshould be provided with opportunity toattest to doing this so as to show that theyhave engaged with investigation data andare not ‘following the algorithm’.

ROXANNE end-userrequirement surveyanswers.

Is there anythingunusual/unexpected in theseresults?
It is important to identify obvious errorsin order that they can be considered todetermine if there are actually errors, orjust unexpected results.

Ethics, use phase,Technical robustness andsafety.
Have you considered how thisanalysis could be wrong? The ROXANNE platform is limited inits ability to analyse reality by the datathat is uploaded to it. Investigators shouldnot assume that the results of theROXANNE platform accuratelyrepresent reality, nor that they aredefinitively correct; they are only anestimation.

Societal values, ‘Respectfor human life’.

4. The decision-making mechanism in electronic form
An initial mock-up of the decision-making mechanism in electronic form has been created, and a completeversion should be integrated with the rest of the ROXANNE platform for the upcoming mid-point review ofthe project in May 2021, where it will be demonstrated alongside other parts of the platform.

4.1.Technical and design specification
The decision-making mechanism will sit within the ROXANNE platform as a component to work alongsidethose from technical partners. Where an end-users begins a new case, adds new data, or completes a session,the relevant series of questions should be automatically presented to the user to complete (as discussed above,those questions related to LEA activities at the procurement stage do not need to be included in the platformitself and so will not be recreated in electronic form). the decision-making mechanism will screen answers toensure that end-users enter words that are found in the dictionary; e.g., a user who enters ‘qwerty’ or ‘123456’will be prompted to provide substantive answers to the questions posed.
Once answers are provided, they will be saved in a file and associated to the case and dataset that they relateto. Depending on how the completed component works, the answers will either be saved in a separate file oras meta-data. This information will be available to oversight bodies for any investigations/checks. Further,partners are considering having the ability to associate the answers of a user to previous cases in case anoversight body wishes to look into the previous actions of a specific user of the ROXANNE platform.
Visually, the completed decision-making mechanism will match the aesthetic of the ROXANNE project, suchas that on the project website.27 Additionally, the design of the decision-making mechanism will follow thedissemination requirements in Article 29 of the ROXANNE Grant Agreement to include an EU emblem logo,and the following text 'This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 researchand innovation programme under grant agreement No 833635’.
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4.2.Mock-up of the decision-making mechanism
This electronic form will thus present the questions of the decision-making mechanisms detailed above inorder to collect the responses of end users when beginning a new case, introducing new data, or following theiranalysis. Before providing the final version of this electronic form, mock-up work has been started. Below,the human-machine interfaces presenting the different questions of the decision mechanism are presented.

Figure 1: Cover page and start of the ‘new case’ questionnaire
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Figure 2: Post-analysis questionnaire
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Figure 3: Checking end-users results
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28 European Data Protection Board, ‘Members’, 2020. Available at: https://edpb.europa.eu/about-edpb/board/members_en

Figure 4: End of questionnaire and submission of results

5. Sending Decision-making mechanism to Data Protection authorities
The last part of this task is to send the decision-making mechanism to ‘Data Protection Officer organisations’in project partner countries. The project partners interpret this to be Data Protection Authorities in partnercountries. The partners will send an edited version of this deliverable to them, and request feedback. In orderthat the project disseminates this information as wide as possible, the partners will also send the same documentto all other Data Protection Authorities in the EU and EEA even where they are not represented in theconsortium, and the European Data Protection Supervisor, in order to elicit the greatest amount of feedbackpossible.

5.1.Authorities chosen
The following authorities have been selected to be provided with the decision making mechanism (most ofthese are members of European Data Protection Board28), and will be requested to provide feedback.

1. Austria: Österreichische Datenschutzbehörde
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2. Belgium: Autorité de la protection des données - Gegevensbeschermingsautoriteit (APD-GBA)
3. Bulgaria: Commission for Personal Data Protection
4. Croatia: Croatian Personal Data Protection Agency
5. Cyprus: Commissioner for Personal Data Protection
6. Czech Republic: Office for Personal Data Protection
7. Denmark: Datatilsynet
8. Estonia: Estonian Data Protection Inspectorate (Andmekaitse Inspektsioon)
9. Finland: Office of the Data Protection Ombudsman
10. France: Commission Nationale de l'Informatique et des Libertés - CNIL
11. Germany: Der Bundesbeauftragte für den Datenschutz und die Informationsfreiheit
12. Greece: Hellenic Data Protection Authority
13. Hungary: Hungarian National Authority for Data Protection and Freedom of Information
14. Ireland: Data Protection Commission
15. Italy: Garante per la protezione dei dati personali
16. Latvia: Data State Inspectorate
17. Lithuania: State Data Protection Inspectorate
18. Luxembourg: Commission Nationale pour la Protection des Données
19. Malta: Office of the Information and Data Protection Commissioner
20. Netherlands: Autoriteit Persoonsgegevens
21. Poland: Urząd Ochrony Danych Osobowych (Personal Data Protection Office)
22. Portugal: Comissão Nacional de Proteção de Dados - CNPD
23. Romania: The National Supervisory Authority for Personal Data Processing
24. Slovakia: Office for Personal Data Protection of the Slovak Republic
25. Slovenia: Information Commissioner of the Republic of Slovenia
26. Spain: Agencia Española de Protección de Datos (AEPD)
27. Sweden: Datainspektionen
28. Iceland: Persónuvernd
29. Liechtenstein: Data Protection Authority, Principality of Liechtenstein
30. Norway: Datatilsynet
31. United Kingdom:The Information Commissioner’s Office
32. Switzerland:Office of the Federal Data Protection and Information Commissioner (FDPIC)
33. Israel: The Privacy Protection Authority
34. European Data Protection Supervisor
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5.2.Opportunity for feedback/validation
After sharing the documentation related to the decision making mechanism, we intend to collect feedbackfrom all the above authorities over e-mail. Where relevant, this feedback will be reported as part of D3.4 andany changes to be incorporated into the decision making mechanism will also be noted there.

6. Conclusion
This deliverable explains the nature of human decision-making for using the proposed ROXANNE platform,and that all decisions should be made by human beings. Further, those decisions should not be subject to‘functional autonomy’, or ‘automation bias’. In order to prevent these situations happening, end-users shouldcritically engage with the ethical, societal, and legal issues that are relevant to their use of the ROXANNEplatform. The questions offered above should facilitate that engagement and enable LEA officers to be fullycognisant of the issues related to their processing. Finally, it has been explained that the project partners willseek feedback on the above decision-making mechanism from European Data Protection Authorities.


